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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intro (Liz - 5 min)It's time to cultivate Millennials as the next generation of land trust leaders. Before we dig into the session, who’s here? Raise Your hand if: Board membersexecutive directorssupervisors, Millennials. Raise your hand if you think the generational differences are a bunch of hogwash



“We’re just like everyone else” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Millennials are like everyone else”Our hope is to share the results from our survey of Millennials, and come away with tangible ideas to improve conservation and build leadership potential within our current staff. developing the next generation of conservation professionals.We’re going to be reporting back to LTA, so we’ll be sharing the ideas that came out of the survey and the things you all come up with today.We hope you’ll take these ideas back to your LT’s



Our Plan for Today

● Why LT’s need to address Millennial staff

● Quick ove rview of Millennials

● Dig into the  survey data (from over 550  Millennial LT staff)

● Get your input for moving forward

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Questions? Clarifying q’s nowIf you want to dig in, hold on - that’s what we’re going to do. If we don’t cover something, let’s get a beer tonight!



Raise Your Hand If...

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Raise your hand if you’re a Millennial Land Trust (that’s 22 to 38 years old).Growth moment for land trusts - land trusts are the same age as Millennials right now



Who We 
Are...

...and Our 
Limits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce the session's leaders. Super condensed introYou’re not here to get to know us, you’re here to get to know your neighbors. Take one minute to say hello.C. We’re not going to address every facet of the survey and the responses - but we’re going to try to show the big themes and the diversity of answers to the surveyAlso:This will not focus on mentorship, and instead on the results of the survey and Millennial voices.This is going to be data heavy, but expect us to show you the big idea behind the numbers and graphs - and to highlight solutions that Millennials suggested via the survey



An Introduction to Millennials

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quick overview of Millennials - 5 minutes (Rebecca)a. Stereotypes, demographics, and key traits (based on academic research)Why do we keep talking about these damn Millennials anyway?Why are Millennials significant: diversity and the size of our generationWe’ll dig into data in next section



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even if you’ve never met a millennial...you’ve certainly heard of us. You may have heard that we’re lazy. We’re entitled. We’re narcisstic. We’re on our phones, like ALL THE TIME. We won’t grow up and we only care about ourselves. ��(cover from May 2013, Time’s Magazine)��



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve also gotten quite popular for killing industries left and right……��*to name a few*��We’re told that millennials are ‘ruining’ everything and as a result, we’ve gotten quite the stigma around us as being this “unknown generation” and an unsolvable problem.�



Presenter
Presentation Notes
So naturally, we’ve got to poke fun back across generational lines. The funny thing is, we’re not all that different. �



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Like the Baby Boomers before us, and yes, even the Gen X-ers, we’ve all been pegged for creating this “generation gap”��Cover is from May 1968, Life Magazine [45 years prior to the Time Magazine] (Baby Boomers-they’re young, they’re radical, they’re creating a gap!)��With each generation (or every 20 years or so) we restart this conversation: “what is with that young new generation?” no work ethic, not doing things the way they’re supposed, we’re doomed. ��We keep putting up these generational barriers (after all they’re man-made)...so why do we even bother? �



Generations provide the opportunity to look at 
Americans both by their place in the life cycle and by 
their membership in a cohort of individuals who were 

born at a similar time. 

-Pew Research Center, 2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So why bother with generational studies?��-We all experience major events that may have an impact on our generation as we grow and develop, especially from a historical context. These can lead to impact the way our views and values are shaped, but can also lead to us identifying generational trends and what can be done in order to solve problems or support a broad group of people. ��Silent Gen: Birth of rock and roll, moon landing��Baby Boomers: Vietnam War, civil rights, Woodstock��Gen X:  rise of the internet, MTV, fall of the Berlin wall and end of the Cold war��Millennials: digital “natives”, 9/11, The Great Recession,  ���Should be noted that generations themselves are inherently diverse and complex groups, not simple caricatures ��https://www.npr.org/2011/11/02/141930849/whats-the-defining-moment-of-your-generation��



ONLY 40% OF 
MILLENNIALS 

IDENTIFY WITH THE 
“MILLENNIAL” LABEL

Pew Research Center, 2015

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And according to a Pew Research Center Study in 2015, the majority of us don’t even want to be called “millennials”�Is it really any surprise that so few of us actually identify as “Millennials”? We’re being blamed for everything and told that everything we do is wrong!��Today, we’re here to shed those stereotypes and dispel the “mysteries” of millennials, and hopefully shed some light on who we and our fellow millennials truly are.  ����



LET’S GET THE FACTS STRAIGHT

The Millennial Generation: A Demographic Bridge to America’s Future, Brookings, January 2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Born between 1980 through (about) 1996 The most diverse generation in American history (44% of millennials are POC)The most educated generation in American history [ (with women taking the reins on this one)]Second largest generation (trailing behind Boomers)Largest current working population...more on this later��**Data from Brookings Study



Effectively Passing the Torch 
& Succession Planning 

“Outstanding leaders pass the 
torch with fire blazing. Mediocre 

leaders pass a dimly lit torch. 
Poor leaders drop the torch, 

making it difficult if not 
impossible to pick up again” 

-Reed Markham

Presenter
Presentation Notes
�Land trusts operate in perpetuity, and are at a point in their development that leadership transitions need to take place ��To ensure perpetuity, we wanted to understand what this next group of leaders (currently aged 22-38) is looking for, and how to ensure that the “land conservation torch” can effectively be passed, which leads us into the data from land trust millennial survey we created.�



Data from the Millennial Survey -
Understanding Staff Members’ Needs 
and Potential

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Need to understand the generation that’s ready to lead and take on leadership



Survey Overview

What did we  do?

What would we  
do diffe rently?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Asked 12 questions - the three of us volunteered over 200 hours of time from beginning to end - were not paid by LTA. The survey included a variety of open-ended and ranking questions. All of the responses were anonymous. Survey was distributed through LTA’s survey monkey account, distributed through the eNews and the learning center, and we’d like to thank the education and communications team for working with us. Special shout out to Katie Chang for helping us out every step of the way!-newfound knowledge would do some things differently..-include age, gender, race-age because millennials are ages 22-38 and represent very different life points -initially didn’t because we didn’t want to single people out, and we were worried about having too many questions on the survey-we acknowledge that we are practitioners not statisticians 



589
Total Respondents 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
598 total respondents between end of July - early September when the survey ended. Hoped for 100 respondents - LTA salary survey had around 200 responses and we knew that information was valuable to the community.We read through nearly a hundred pages of open-ended responses, organizing the qualitative data into “bins,” or categories so we could see the trends. We were blown away by all of the well-crafted and insightful responses. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here the northeast and west make up about 75% of the graph, and the midwest and southeast the remaining quarter. States that had 30 or more respondents skewed heavily towards the Northeast, with 5 states; North Carolina in the Southeast; and California with a whopping 62 responses in the West. People included states where they have worked in the past as well. For example, I have worked at Land Trusts in MA, NH, and NY. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We wondered if the survey was representative of accredited LTA regions, and as you can see in the pie graph here on the right they breakdown is nearly the same as the survey. This was great news. Broken down into percentages the numbers came out to 47%, 27%, 13%, and 13%.  California dominated with 94 land trusts, MA and NY following close behind with 80 land trusts in each state, and Wisconsin rounding out the numbers in the Midwest with 34 individual land trusts. 



How many years have you worked for your Land Trust?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
41% of the millennial surveyed have been in their current jobs for 0-1 year. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The vast majority of millennials have only been at their land trust for 0-3 years. Only 26% of staff members have been with their LT for 4-12 years. 



Did you work 

for anothe r 

Land Trust 

prior to your 

current job?

Responded Yes: 155

Responded No: 434

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 155 people who have worked for a land trust before represent about ¼ of the people who took this survey. The vast majority are brand new to the land trust field, and presumably we are hoping they will stay and develop into leaders in their field :D 



Why did you 
leave  your 
previous 
Land Trust 
job? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Total respondents 153/155. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
With this question people were allowed to check off as many of the categories they wanted. These included (read from slide)...Other didn’t fall in the top 3. 24% of people being dissatisfied with their manager, that’s a big deal and something that we will go on to address later as well. Are these findings unique to land trusts, or was this part of a larger trend? According to a  gallup poll millennials are likely to leave if they don’t find meaning in their work, a lack of clear career progression, there’s little professional development, and if they feel their manager isn’t approachable. We’re going to continue to address these concerns later on in this presentation. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The joy, the terror, the lack of a clear plan when you intentionally upend your life. From Josh Bersin at Deloitte, the cost of losing an employee can be tens of thousands of dollars to 1.5-2x the person’s salary. Not just losing money if someone in development leaves, but it’s also the loss of institutional knowledge and cultivated relationships. https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/20130816200159-131079-employee-retention-now-a-big-issue-why-the-tide-has-turned?trk=aff_src.aff-lilpar_c.partners_pkw.10078_net.mediapartner_plc.Skimbit%20Ltd._pcrid.449670_learning&veh=aff_src.aff-lilpar_c.partners_pkw.10078_net.mediapartner_plc.Skimbit%20Ltd._pcrid.449670_learning&irgwc=1https://www.inc.com/suzanne-lucas/why-employee-turnover-is-so-costly.html



Presenter
Presentation Notes
471 answered, 118 skipped this question. This was one of our ranking questions, so we asked people to rank on a scale of 1-5 with 5 being ‘always true’ to 1 being ‘never true,’ if they think that their work (read the slide). About a third of respondents thought their salary and benefits were not good. On the plus side many people think that their job allows them to develop their skill sets which is awesome. As you can see the skills set + granted creative control of projects track closely. Majority of responses are always true or good that people feel their work contributes to conservation, and they feel like they’re making a difference. 



What do you enjoy about 
working for a land trust? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have a question we’d like to ask you - what do you enjoy about working for a land trust? Discuss with your neighbor, and we’re giving you each a minute to talk. We’ll let you know when it’s time to switch.�



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This then moves into a selection of quotes from the survey. 



“I appreciate that folks are 
typically ‘like -hearted’ , not 
necessarily like -minded in 
worldviews and be lie fs but 

putting similar value on 
doing work for the  greater 

good of the land ”

-Land Trust Millennial

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We loved this quote because it shows how much common ground we all share across the US. 



What frustrates you about 
working for a land trust? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask your neighbor, 2 minutes�*timing and we will tell them when they hit a minute and then 2



Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Diversity and socioeconomic status”



Idea: Retain and develop current staff as leaders

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read quote.Sure enough, people would love to experience and uptick in their salaries and benefits. Internal capacity means the ability to get things done on an operational level. This covers human resources, funding for projects, and hiring more staff so people don’t become burnt out. (GEARING UP FOR A SELF ASSESMENT OF INTERNAL CAPACITY AND BENEFITS, and we’ll talk about some ideas of how you can implement change at your organization). We’re going to suggest some ideas that came from the survey data and open-ended questions. Here’s the first one: IF WE WANT TO RETAIN AND KEEP LEADERS WE NEED TO COMPENSATE THEM FAIRLY



“We need to 
make  the  work of 
land trusts
relevant to 
EVERYONE...”

-Land Trust Millennial

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“We need to make the work of land trusts relevant to EVERYONE. As I've been seeing with many cultural institutions, i.e. museums, the focus is on the visitor rather than the collection. As land trusts, we need to remain relevant to the broader community. Our core supporters are aging and slowly becoming the minority in the US. We have to meaningfully engage and interface with diverse audiences or our work will no longer connect with the majority of people.”-Anonymous



Presenter
Presentation Notes
LTA was especially curious about...Which industries or sectors do you think retain & attract millennials? Tech won with 222 write ins. No one wrote in because they thought Google or Facebook take the time to evaluate themselves. Mostly focused on the money, benefits, and cool locations. Google invested internally on project Oxygen. From that they learned how to improve employee satisfaction and develop stronger more responsive managers.  



Shared Values & 
Frustrations  
Across 
Generations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Liz: The reality, here, is that some of what the survey showed is true across generations that work for LTs.



“I really wish you were not 

doing this survey; Millennials 

are like other people. There 

isn't anything magical about 

this group. I'd love to get 

close to getting paid what my 

friends outside the non-profit 

sector are paid.”

- Land Trust Millennial

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read quoteLTs are going to yield fabulous results - by working together! Amazing, who would’ve thought it could be so simple. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not rocket science - but there is real data here. We all have shared concerns, Based on a multigenerational study of 1,784 employees from companies across 12 countries and six industries, it found that about the same percentage of Millennials (25%) want to make a positive impact on their organization as Gen Xers (21%) and Baby Boomers (23%). Differences are uniformly minimal across nine other variables as well. (https://hbr.org/2016/04/what-do-millennials-really-want-at-work) 



“Multi -generation decision teams were 2X more 

likely to meet or exceed expectations -- that is a 

management lesson for the ages, literally.”

Quote: https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2015/06/24/millennials-are-actually-more-generous-than-anybody-realizes/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.30696f6b4cd9

- Erik Larson, Washington Post

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also not rocket science: our best bet at solving our shared concerns is to work together. Thankfully, we’re better together.That’s a big deal, 2x more likely to succeed. Each generation must be able to put aside their preconceived notions. It’s harmful over the long term. https://www.forbes.com/sites/eriklarson/2018/04/11/future-of-work-research-shows-millennials-gen-xers-and-baby-boomers-make-better-decisions-together/#4112f53f5b44-84% of Millennials donated to a nonprofit during 2014 -70% of Millennials volunteered for an hour during 2015 (https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2015/06/24/millennials-are-actually-more-generous-than-anybody-realizes/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.30696f6b4cd9)  

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2015/06/24/millennials-are-actually-more-generous-than-anybody-realizes/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.30696f6b4cd9


A Connection 
to the Work

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s dig into those shared values and some ideas for how we can develop the new generation of leaders that LTs need.



“I get to partake in the 
physical act of 
conservation ; the re  is 
no greater cause in my 
mind .”

- Land Trust Millennial

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LIZ: The average American, according to Nature, only spends 5% of their day outside. The rest of our time is spent indoors or inside a vehicle. 24% of the respondents we surveyed said that they enjoy spending time outside as part of their LT work. This is likely unique to our sector because the majority of jobs are desk jobs. 



Idea: Offer time in nature as an official benefit.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How can we address Millennials’ desire to be outside and need for more benefits? Let your people outside!Outdoor time is valued for the public through carefully crafted programs, allow your team to get out and recharge so they be recharged at work. We see two ways to do this:1.  Allow your staff to take flex time so they can get outside when they want to.69% of Millennials prefer a flex schedule. Highly flexible working arrangements enhance the degree of employee loyalty--millennials value not being tied to strict working hours and locations, but also value the trust their employers demonstrate when granting that flexibility. (Deloitte 2018 Millennial Survey)  2. Require staff to spend time on your preserves. If you allow not just your stewardship staff, but also communications & development staff (and your young EDs) outside they will be able to tell more powerful and accurate stories. But you’re going to have to give us permission or make it a requirement, or it will fall to the bottom of the list.Imagine giving a working parent 4 hours a month to go explore a preserve or spend time outside. They’re going to feel like they are valued and cared for by the organization.



Focus on Community
“I love that I’m getting to use 
my skills to educate others
(especially kids!) about the 
environment and our role in 
caring for it. It’s one thing to talk 
about protecting land and 
water from a distance; it’s quite 
another to do it while standing 
in the middle of a creek or 
hiking trail.”

-Land Trust Millennial 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
→ Highlight: Generational focus on community��*address quote*��Continuing on the love of the land and the connection to the mission and work, 41% of the group of millennials surveyed noted that they enjoy the people they work with including volunteers, landowners, and their co-workers and the mission of their work.��“A Force For Impact” a study on millennials in the nonprofit sector, done by ProInspire, showed as a whole, Millennials are value-based individuals. This relates not only to placing value on a good quality of life, but to their desire to make a positive social impact. ��In the land trust sector, this is truly a strength that should be used and cultivated. �



“As I am the youngest staff member, 
board members and volunteers often 
assume I am an intern and that I have 

little knowledge”

Idea: Introduce staff and share their background

-Land Trust Millennial

Presenter
Presentation Notes
*address quote*��RAISE YOUR HAND IF this has happened to you��On the flip side, 13% of millennials that we surveyed said that they were frustrated by their community, citing not being recognized for their skills and expertise as a main reason behind this frustration. ��Just because we’re young, does not mean we aren’t knowledgeable. �While we can’t change everyone’s perceptions of us, for managers and board members, putting your staff in the public eye  and acknowledging your trust and enthusiasm to have them on the team will help.  (especially your not-so-public facing staff)��Ensuring that you’re introducing new, young staff to your board and close constituents will help to ease some of this struggle. Doing this in-person, through your local newspapers, your land trust newsletters and on social media are all great ways to make this introduction.  



Half of millennials make 
less than their parents did 
at their age

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HALF OF MILLENNIALS �According to research from the Equality of Opportunity Project, led by Stanford economist Raj Chetty,  91.5% of 30-year-olds in 1970 earned more than their parents did at the same age, adjusted for inflation. By 2014, just 50.3% of 30-year-olds in the US were in a similar position, after adjustment for inflation.��And according to the Pew Research Center: Millennials are the first in the modern era to have higher levels of student loan debt, poverty and unemployment, and lower levels of wealth and personal income than their two immediate predecessor generations (Gen X and Baby Boomers) had at the same stage of their life cycles.  ��Simply put, this leads to a shift in expectations for how many of us as individuals can live our lives and move forward with our. “American Dream”. ��Throughout the survey we did receive a few responses that, as paraphrased, said “if my rent goes up, or I get into a bad accident, I will not be able to afford working at my land trust any longer”, and as noted earlier, retaining staff is key! ��This also makes it  a little bit clearer as to why “Salary and Benefits” was the number one topic that is frustrating and  could be improved from the perspective of land trust millennials. 



“The idea that young employees are in the work for the 
mission and therefore don’t need pay raises, insurance, 
professional development is ridiculous. They are willing to 
blow through employees rather than invest and it is 
hurting the organization the most.” 

-Land Trust Millennial 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This quote outlines pretty clearly, that when we’re thinking about salary and benefits, we’re thinking about the whole “compensation package” and that it is an important piece of whether or not we will stick around. ��Though we had no question relating specifically to it, Health insurance was mentioned 30 times  in the survey, and the idea for a local, regional or national-scale health insurance pool idea was brought up by numerous respondents. This is a topic we’d like to open up for you all to dig into more when we move into the discussion portion of the session. ��As identified a study done by ProInspire, millennials in non-profits find that professional development is a positive  fringe benefit that is enticing as it lines up with our career goals and growth, and we will touch on that more specifically a little bit later on. ��Circling back to salary, yes, we understand that nonprofit work is not going to make us rich BUT you’re missing out on a lot of perspectives if you can only hire people who can afford to live on a LOW non-profit salary. You’re losing out on a lot of different backgrounds and perspectives that can help unite the long-term land conservation narrative especially  as we’re moving into a much more diverse working population.��Throughout the survey we did receive a few responses that, as paraphrased, said “if my rent goes up, or I get into a bad accident, I will not be able to afford working at my land trust any longer”, and as noted earlier, retaining staff is key! ��Additionally there is a common theme that has emerged through our findings that relates directly to salary and millennials...



Presenter
Presentation Notes
STUDENT LOANS!��**RAISE YOUR HAND IF: you have student loans***��As you can see, quite a few of us in the room here struggle with this issue. ��As noted by a many of our peers throughout this survey, our generation does face a different and a unique set of economic challenges, that are punctuated by the high cost of education and high interest rates of student loans. ��_____________________________________________________________________________________________________��“I think millennials face a very different set of economic challenges than previous generations - stagnant wages, high student loan debt, and decreasing benefits (ie. inaffordable health care coverage, lack of traditional pensions/retirement benefits, etc). This has put our generation behind in trying to get ahead. This makes it challenging for young people to "make it" in the non-profit land trust field. ”



Student Loans: The Millennial Plague

Young Adults, Student Debt and Economic Well -Being, Pew Research Center, May 2014
Millennials in Adulthood, Pew Research Center, March 2014

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on the responses from our survey, we decided to dig into our research a little bit deeper. ��The topic of student loans was mentioned 30 times in our survey, despite having no one question that prompted this, which we felt was significant. ��Though only about 1 in 3 young households have debt, two thirds of recents bachelor’s degree recipients graduate with outstanding loans, with an average debt of $27,000 ��Finally, those households WITHOUT student debt have accumulated seven times more wealth than those with student debt, demonstrating that though this debt may seem like a “young person’s problem”, it is something that will have a lifelong impact on us. ��Now, we don’t expect that our organizations are going to be able to tackle a huge problem like student loan debt at one fell swoop, but we are optimistic that there are steps you can take to do address it.



“Land trusts expect new 
staff to be college 
educated, but do not 
compensate them 
appropriately...” 

-Land Trust Millennial

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Land trusts expect new staff to be college educated, but do not compensate them appropriately for what their education costs were. We need to recognize that "entry level with a college degree" should require a salary large enough to support student loan debt. The land trust community is missing out on smart, hardworking staff who will not work for so little”����



Idea: Design salaries that reflect local cost of living.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
�If this is something that you’re starting to question, we highly encourage doing a self-audit or encouraging your land trust to review the salaries of your staff, and how they are commensurate to the cost of living in your area, and factors like paying down student loan debt. ��This is something that could be fairly easily taken on by leadership and board finance committees to assess how current staff salaries compete, and is something to consider when hiring a new staff member. ��Not only will this self-audit ensure that salaries are competitive for the regions they’re in but it can also help to ensure equity among staff. ��During the course of our survey, one woman reached out to us to share her story of salary inequity between her and a male counterpart. While she was writing a grant, she learned that her coworker, who  she trained and ultimately played a similar role in her LT made 30 cents more per hour than she did. While this doesn’t sound like much, it does add up quickly, especially when raises and earning potential are factored in. Ultimately she felt that her organization regarded her less highly than her male co-worker. Feeling scared and unsure, she did not address this concern with the leaders of her organization. ��To her surprise, the leadership decided to conduct a self-audit of employee benefits and recognized this pay discrepancy that existed between her and her co-worker for no known reason. They ultimately provided her with a bump in pay and have ensured that pay is fair between staff members. ��Proving that this practice can go a long way! �



An attractive 
compensation 

package doesn’t 
just mean an 

increase in salary

Idea: Create a work culture of gratitude and trust.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Deloitte’s survey of millennials demonstrated that an attractive work culture was one way to cultivate and retain millennial employees. THIS IS AN OPPORTUNITY TO GET CREATIVE! �In many way, this can mean creating a culture of trust and flexibility. Many millennials stated in our survey that having a flexible work schedule would be a more ideal setup--this may include flexibility in office hours and work hours, allowing for opportunities to running personal errands like doctor’s appointments, or fitting in a fitness class�Creating a culture of camaraderie and appreciation: ***TALK ABOUT PICTURE***These kinds of benefits demonstrate that you trust and appreciate your employees and they’re more likely to stay if they are recognized as skilled individuals who will get the work done. �AND It’s nice to be acknowledged! �������



MENTORSHIP!

MENTORSHIP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
***RAISE YOUR HAND IF: You’ve had an excellent land conservation mentor. I wouldn’t be where I am today without awesome mentors. And I wouldn’t have experienced some of the beauty of upstate NY if it were not for incredibly generous board members and volunteers. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
439/589 responded to this question. Important to have mentorship from within their organization, and that ties back to work culture. According to the ProInspire study millennials enjoy coaching and feedback from their managers.  About half of people would really like to have a professional peer network. 



Idea: Build a structure for 
internal mentorship.



Success: 80% of participants are farming three years later.

Farm Beginnings 
Program

➔ Fie ld Days
➔ In depth training with 

pee rs 
➔ One-on-one  

mentorship with area 
farmers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What sort of program could LTA create that mimics this success - this in-depth mentorship, peer network, field-focused program?



The picture can't be displayed.

Diversity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The word diversity showed up 65 times throughout the survey. According to the 2018 Deloitte Millennial survey, diversity can include -  tolerance, inclusiveness, openness, respect, different ways of thinking, or simply, differences.Insert bit about the Peace Corps. Now Rebecca and I are going to read some quotes...“An across-the-board reckoning with the ways the conservation movement is unwelcoming to people who are not white and middle class.”“Greater board diversity.”“More acceptance of  female leadership in stewardship roles.”“I'd like to see more young families involved in Land Trusts.”“I would like to see more young adults get involved in conservation... would like to see Land Trusts diversify leadership on the board and staff.”“Involving tribes even more in our decisions would be a great improvement.” Check out Natives Outdoors, a (B-Corp) whose products serve to support indigenous people. They work directly in the intersection of the outdoor industry, indigenous people, and conservation. 



Image credit: 2014, https://www.diversegreen.org/the-challenge / 

Green 2.0

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Foundations, NGOs, and government agencies are somewhat actively recruiting a racially diverse staff. Observe the declining trend over time as people move up through leadership roles. Over 1,700 leaders were surveyed in this study put forth by Green 2.0 Foundations are actually doing the best job overall, but….



The “Bridge Generation” 

Image  credit: https://www.brookings.edu/re search/millennials/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A Brookings Study on Millennials has labeled us the “Bridge Generation”. Being one of the largest generations and currently comprising 40% of the workforce, we will grow into leadership and decision-making roles over the next two decades. ��Further, our role as the current most diverse generation in American history will serve us well in connecting with younger generations in this area as well. By 2035, Gen Z population will be 54% minorities and by the mid-2040s, racial and ethnic minorities are projected to make up over half of all Americans.��

https://www.brookings.edu/research/millennials/


Diversity in Environmental Organizations: Reporting and Transparency, University of Michigan, January 2018

14.5%of environmental organizations engaged 
in some form of diversity, equity and inclusion

activity

The boards of environmental nonprofits had a 
much higher percentage of male than female 

members

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And while women were more likely to be present on the staff of environmental nonprofits, men were still more likely to be in leadership positions both on the staff and board. ��These represent opportunities to address our broader communitties and represent more women��Women in conservation leadrership: and representative of community



Idea Two: Listen to your community. 

Idea One: Be okay with discomfort.

Idea Three: Examine your Board. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the land trust sector, our conservation is intended to be done in perpetuity and is intended to take care of the places that are meaningful, important, and valuable to our communities. In order to do this and gain the support of the younger generations, we need to ensure our work is reflective of this generation, meaning more gender balance and ethnic diversity. ��IDEA ONE: BE OKAY WITH DISCOMFORT.  These conversations and this “reckoning” do not happen overnight, but over time by continuing to self-assess and acknowledge our historical shortcomings. ��Which leads to IDEA TWO: LISTEN TO YOUR COMMUNITY.  I learned at a session that I just attended this weekend--LISTEN, DON’T JUST DO.  We are bleeding heart nonprofit people who may think that we have this great idea to do something, but if it’s not reflective of our community, ultimately who are we serving? ��IDEA THREE: represent your communities on your board and on your staff���Taking these three steps to address diversity, equity and inclusion will demonstrate to many millennials that land trusts are for everyone and are welcoming environments for the diversity we hold. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
*That feeling when you finally get to attend regional/state/national discussions and conversations*�Professional development: SEND YOUR YOUNG STAFF! GIVE US A VOICE!A study conducted by Virtuali and WorkPlaceTrends found that 91% of millennials aspire to become a leader (survey size: 412 ppl the nation). �LLR Origin Story� Advisory Councils, etc. �Talent Pipeline/providing a “ladder” of movement within the individual LTs: Many millennials addressed throughout the survey that they would like to have the opportunity to grow in their existing role or take on more responsibilities at their land trust. ���https://workplacetrends.com/the-millennial-leadership-survey/ A study conducted by Virtuali and WorkPlaceTrends found that 91% of millennials aspire to become a leader (survey size: 412 ppl the nation). https://trainingindustry.com/articles/leadership/developing-millennial-leaders/https://www.forbes.com/sites/sarahlandrum/2017/12/01/why-millennials-want-to-be-leaders-in-the-workplace-now-more-than-ever/#4efb5ee3355dhttps://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/how-much-does-employee-turnover-really-cost_us_587fbaf9e4b0474ad4874fb7 (none of them seem to agree percentage-wise, but everyone says that losing an employee represents a net loss) 



We’re Looking For a Seat At the Table! 

Idea: Provide staff professional development opportunities

Idea: Consider young leader advisory groups

Idea: Innovate & create a talent pipeline

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Professional development: SEND YOUR YOUNG STAFF! GIVE US A VOICE!A study conducted by Virtuali and WorkPlaceTrends found that 91% of millennials aspire to become a leader (survey size: 412 ppl the nation). �LLR Origin Story� Advisory Councils, etc. �Talent Pipeline/providing a “ladder” of movement within the individual LTs: Many millennials addressed throughout the survey that they would like to have the opportunity to grow in their existing role or take on more responsibilities at their land trust. ���



Considering Action Steps



Let’s Dig into Your Ideas

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Basic Instructions: We’ve just shared some ideas from the survey data. Now we want to hear from you. Our goal is to gather more specific, concrete ideas to share with LTA, and put on the LTA website for LT’s to reference as we all work for a new generation of leaders and stronger conservation.External (National/State)Health Insurance Pool and other benefitsMentorship program Millennial representation in LTAAdvisory committee?LTA Board position?OtherInternal (at Your LT)Salary and benefitsDeveloping HR From hiring/on-boarding to Board development)DiversityRelevance: Engaging Millennials in LTA’s campaignCareer pathways Other - Pick your own Adventure!



Dig Into Your Idea

1. Introduce yourselves.

2.  Dig into your idea.

3.  Answer on your flip chart:
● What’s your solution?
● Key participants and partners
● Likely hurdles
● Scale
● Financials
● Next steps

4.    Report Back: 1 minute pitch

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Break into groups (a solution you value). The groups are…Help hash out the idea. You’ll have ~20 minutes. At the end, be ready to report out your solution. We’ll give each group 1 minute to share their idea. We’ll be sharing these with LTA after Rally, and they’ll be available on the LTA Millennials page.Splitting into groups: We’d like a leader for each group. Your job is to make sure the conversation moves along. Your first job is to grab the sign, pick a table and hold up your sign so people can come find you.  Please self police so that everyone gets a voice. Assign a note taker; Answer q’s on your flip chart.We're going to give you time reminders, so that you know whether or not you're making progress and so that you can be sure you have time to voice you ideas.



Moving Forward

Presenter
Presentation Notes
6. Concluding Remarks and Thanks for Participating and Next Steps! - 5  minutes (Rebecca & Lianna)We will share the ideas gathered here with LTA and keep working to advance the conversation around developing the next generation of land trust leaders.Utilizing today’s conversation (survey data, action steps, etc.)-LTA will hand out their feedback paper-what do you want to see happen next?-how can we get LTA to publish this in Saving Land?-Do we bring the survey results to other publications?



“Land is very tangible: you can see it and 
feel it and its value is lasting. Land is the 

backbone on which all other conservation 
work is done”

-Land Trust Millennial, dropping real knowledge

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SO WHAT?



ONWARD.
➔ LandTrustMillennials@gmail.com

➔ http://www.landtrustalliance.org/millennials-

land-trusts

➔ Read the article in Saving Land?

➔ Keep the  convo going: #rally2018 

#landtrustmillennial

mailto:LandTrustMillennials@gmail.com


THANK YOU!!!
● Special thanks to Katie  Chang, Kimberly Seese  and Katrina Howey

● LTA Communications Staff

● Lite rally eve ry Millennial eve r born

● All of the  Land Trust Millennials who took the  survey and reached out to us to 
share  the ir storie s 

● YOU! (Se riously, thank you all for coming to our se ssion and talking with us and 
each othe r) 
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